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WEOWNOMY PLATFORM 
CORPORATION 

(File Number 5798447) 
 https://weownomy.global 

 
256 Chapman Road STE 105-4, Delaware United State of America 

 

11th August 2021 

Greetings Weownomy Co-Owners; 

PayBito had a brief meeting with us about Web server overload and how 

to resolve this issue. Sudden spikes in PayBito Website traffic from too 

many Weownomy co-owners attempting to visit PayBito web site and 

downloading the app at the same time is the reason of the current 

challenges faced by many of you using PayBito. The company is 

working tirelessly to fix this matter as soon as possible.  They are 

currently addressing the problem by installing new servers to handle 

web traffic.  

Weownomy co-owners, please take note that the PayBito team is 

currently working on to fix this web traffic matter. Thank you for your 

understanding and patience as we get this resolved. 
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Weownomy Co-owners Will Get HCX Coins From PayBito.  

Weownomy will be implementing the HCX 10 Billion Coin Distribution 

Agreement that is to be signed by the CEO on behalf of co-owners. This 

means Weownomy co-owners will be eligible to receive free distribution 

of HCX Coins from Weownomy to trade in HCX for Bitcoins. With 

PayBito, you will be able to sell HCX coins for Bitcoin (BTC) and then 

sell them on Luno or another crypto currency platform of your choice. 

Weownomy Platform Preparedness to Pay-out on or before 

18th August 2021  

Weownomy preparedness to pay-out is based on implementation of 

HCX 10 Billion Coin Contribution Agreement between Weownomy 

Platform and HashCash Consultants to be signed before 18th August 

2021 to pave way for HCX Coin distribution to co-owners and trade on 

PayBito. PayBito Webserver overload issues are urgently being fixed to 

enable successful trade of HCX/BTC. The complete list of Weownomy 

Co-owners will be released on Friday, 13th August 2021.  

Weownomy will make sure all co-owners who are eligible for Class A, 

Class C and Class B and will make sure those with KYC requirements or 

not will successfully participate accordingly and further those who have 

invested more than R1000 and or R10,000 will have more HCX Coins 

distributed to them accordingly. 

HCX Coins will also be distributed to Networkers who initially qualified 

before we updated changes for their respective $60,000 pay-outs detailed 

in their new Weownomy Social Media Virtual Agencies and including 

those who have been waiting for their $2000 will be paid in HCX Coins. 

Weownomy Content creators will equally be paid in HCX Coins as to be 

determined with your Weownomy Content Money Calculator between 

200 to 20,000 BITCOIN CASH ABC converted to HCX Coins as 

detailed in your Content Partnership Agreements.  
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Thank you for your patience all the payments will be implemented 

under HCX Coin from HCX 10 Billion Coin Contribution Agreement 

to be made official before 18th August 2021. I have attached HCX Coin 

from HCX 10 Billion Coin Contribution Agreement to be signed and 

WEOWNOMY has already signed Mutual NDA.  

The reason I share with you this important agreement is to assure you 

Weownomy made sure co-owners maintain ownership of the global 

platform.  

Finally, with accordance with the above mentioned the much awaited 

agreements will follow to sign before 18th August 2021 in order to get all 

this important payments actualized accordingly with content creators 

and Weownomy Social Media Virtual Agencies. 

Please any new applicants and or those who have paid for Weownomy 

Social Media Virtual Agencies please use 

admin@weownomyadverts.global to send your payment confirmation, 

proposals and or new applications. 

I am Sincerely yours;  

Ssemakula Peter Luyima  

President and CEO  

On behalf of Weownomy Platform Corporation  

https://www.weownomy.global 
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